
SSGS 6111 Biostatistical Analysis and Interpretation
Week 9

Randomisation
There are many ways to collect samples or allocate treatments to subjects. If you

do not use randomisation, it is very likely that your sample will end up biased, thus
severely limiting its value in scientific inference. Briefly, randomisation involves the use
of chance mechanisms in sample collection and treatment allocation (e.g. using random
numbers from statistical tables or computers). The aim is to balance out the effects of
uncontrollable variables in the study, so that bias is removed.

If we wish to study the height of the male student population in the university, a
list of all such students should first be obtained. Suppose there are altogether 10000
students. If a sample size of 50 is required, then we pick 50 random numbers out of the
integers from 1 to 10000, and then locate the students. This is an example of simple
random sampling. Could we have saved ourselves the hard work if we had waited in front
of the sports complex and sampled 50 students there? Unfortunately, such convenience
samples are likely to be biased - students who visit the sports complex tend to be athletic
and taller, relative to the entire male student population.

Stratified Random Sampling
To improve the precision of our estimates, it is useful to sample from more or less

homogeneous groups, since the variance in such group is lower compared to heterogeneous
groups. For example, we may be interested in productivity of fruit trees in a large orchard.
One way to estimate the average yield would be to randomly pick say 50 trees, check their
yield, and then compute the mean. However, if the orchard is made up of old and young
trees that vary markedly in their yield, this method may not work well. It is better to
sample 25 young trees and 25 old trees randomly and use their average yields to compute
the final average yield (with appropriate weights). Here, the age of trees serves as the
stratifying criterion.

Cluster Sampling
Suppose we wish to estimate the density of animal X over a large area, and that

the capture-recapture method is not feasible. If an aerial map of the area of interest is
available, we could digitise this map, and then divide it into a number of manageable
blocks (say 20), with the boundaries indicated in GPS coordinates. We then select, say
5 of the blocks randomly, and then comb the entire block area carefully for signs of the
animal. The density can then be estimated using the sample densities in the clusters.
This method works well if animal X is more or less spread out uniformly in the area of
interest.
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Blocking
A junior crop scientist, Mr X, wishes to compare the mean yield of two varieties of crop

species. He divides the experimental field into two halves; the northern half is planted
with variety A, and the southern half is planted with variety B. This may seem like an
intuitive way to make comparison. However, as we shall see, his design is suboptimal. His
attempt at demonstrating the superiority of variety A may fail, if the environment in the
northern plot is not conducive to growth (e.g. poor soil, poor drainage, lack of sunlight,
etc), since the yield of a good variety can be suppressed by poor planting conditions.

Now consider the following solution. Mr X divides the northern half to four equally-
sized blocks, and does the same for the southern half. Within each half, he randomly
allocates two blocks to variety A, and the rest to variety B. This removes the bias in the
initial design, since by balancing the treatments over the blocks, the differences between
the blocks cancel out. Half of variety A are now in the southern half, and should do well
enough that the difference in mean yield becomes apparent. This kind of design is known
as randomised complete block experiment.

Factorial Experiments
This term refers to any experiment that considers more than one factor of interest.

For example, our Mr X could be concerned with the average yield of his crop varieties
(first factor) in conjunction with two types of fertilisers (second factor): F1 and F2 (the
levels). Perhaps variety A gives the best yield when combined with F1, rather than F2.
Since there are two levels in both factors, the design is known as a 2× 2 factorial design.
One way this could be done is to divide a large plot into four fields. Within each field, we
further subdivide it into four strips. We randomly pick two of these strips to be planted
with variety A, and the remaining with variety B. After that, we pick two of the fields
randomly to receive fertiliser F1, and F2 for the remaining fields.

Latin Square Designs
A Latin Square (LS) is a square with side n, where n different elements appear in

each row and column exactly one time. The following figure shows a Latin Square of size
3, with three treatments: A,B,C.
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The main purpose of a LS is to balance out effects of uncontrollable variables. For
example, suppose the row represents the year in which an experiment is run, and the
column represents planting seasons in a year (January-April, May-August, September-
December). Let us think of the treatments as crop varieties. It makes sense that each crop
variety should be tried at least once in different planting seasons, to cancel off variation
due to seasons. To balance out year effects (some years may be drier, others wetter), all
three varieties have to be planted each year. The LS allows us to simultaneously achieve
these two balancing objectives.
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